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!w, !(x, 2)" = !w2,x" + !w6,x" + !w9,x"

Figure 1.1 Classification with taxonomies.

Thus, the features !z are shared by all successor classes of z and the joint feature
representation enables generalization across classes. Figure 1.1 shows an example
of the joint feature map ! of the second class for a given hierarchy.

It follows immediately from (1.3) of Proposition 1 that the inner product of the
joint feature map decomposes into kernels over input and output spaces

!!(x, y), !(x!, y!)" = !"(y), "(y!)" k(x,x!).

1.2.2 Label Sequence Learning

Label sequence learning is the task of predicting a sequence of labels y = (y1, . . . , yl)
for a given observation sequence x = (x1, . . . ,xl). Applications of this problem are
ubiquitous in many domains such as computational biology, information retrieval,
natural language processing and speech recognition. We denote by lx the length of
an observation sequence, by # the set of possible labels for each individual variable
yt, and by Y(x) the set of label sequences for x. Then, Y(x) = #lx .

In order to encode the dependencies of the observation-label sequences which
are commonly realized as a Markov chain, we define ! to include interactions
between input features and labels ($(xt)#"c(yt)), as well as interactions between
neighboring label variables ("c(yt)#"c(yt+1)) for every position t. Then, using the
stationary property, our joint feature map is a sum over all positions
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where " % 0 is a scalar balancing the two types of contributions. Clearly, this repre-
sentation can be generalized by including higher order inter-dependencies of labels
(e. g. "c(yt)#"c(yt+1)#"c(yt+2)), by including input features from a window cen-
tered at the current position (e. g. replacing $(xt) with $(xt"r, . . . ,xt, . . . ,xt+r))
or by combining higher order output features with input features (e. g.

$

t $(xt)#
"c(yt) # "c(yt+1)). The important constraint on designing the feature map is the


